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ETTRODUCTION 
Those of us interested in the reading interests and tastes 
of children should ask several c;_uestions Hith reference to the 
comic strips . 
Do children have a problem with understanding the con-
cepts contained in the comic strips? Are the children able 
to read the comic strips and interr)ret the meanins meant by 
the author? Are they able to recognize the mood of characters, 
and do they carefully foll01:1 the sequence of the comic strip? 
Is there correlation between the reading of comics and 
zeneral reading ability? Is the vocabulary used in comics 
contained in a child's sight word vocabulary? Are most of 
the words in the child's speaking and understanding vocabu-
lary? Are children merely picture readinc comics or is com-
prehension of the vocabulary evident? 
What is contained in the comic strips i:Thich make them 
so popular among children? 
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CHAPTE~ I 
PREVIOUS STUDIES OH THE CONICS 
Robert Thorndike's study o~ the vocabulary and reading 
difficulty of four macazine s-Superr::an , Ba tl'.!lan , ct ion Conics , 
and Detective Comics resulted in the followin~ information . 
He found that each I!la3azine contained about 10,000 different 
wo!'ds . If a child 11ere to read one mac;azine a month during 
the school year , he i.·rould obtain about the sane amount of 
readins ex9erience as th.at he gets from a fourth or fifth crade 
!'eader . lthough tie num er of slan5 words and meaning made 
up riore than 22% of the Hords encountered , the bulk of the 
vocabulary found in the r,m.gazino was standard Enc:lish . 1 
Georse Hill made a study of the vocabulary of the neus-
paper conic strips . He compared his findin3s 1·ri th those of 
Thorndike's study of the vocabul'lry of comic books and con-
eluded that the vocabulary of the de.ily comic strips Has 
someuhat sim:pler than that of the comic ma3azine . 2 
In an at~empt to determine the effect of comic books upon 
vocabulary ""rowth and readins comprehension, ~dith Sperzel 
set up three 3roups of 15 pu:pils each from the fifth grade in 
11in."1ea:poli s . These c;roups 'l'lere matched for intelligence , 
1 Robert ThorndE:e , 11 1:lorde e.nd the Comics ," The Journal of 
~xneriDental Education , X (Decem er , 1941), 110. 
23-eorse :s . Hill , "The Vocabulary of Comic Strips ," The 
Journal of Educational Psycholo~y, XXXIV (February , 1943} 77 . 
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socio-economic status , and teacher ' s estimate of general 
school ability . Group I was a control group . They did the 
regular school work . Group I I read comics thirty minutes a 
day for six weeks , without direction . Group II I read comics 
in a similar way but kept a word list of words they especially 
liked and words they found to be hard . The groups were tested 
prior to and following the training period by the Gates Readi ng 
Survey Tests for Vocabulary and Comprehension . Statistically 
significant differences were not found among the groups . 
11 The influence of the thirty minute period of reading comics 
could be called neither good or bad as far as comprehension 
and vocabula r y growth were concerned . 11 3 
Claude Mitchell reported in 1950 at study of 24 comic 
strips . These were carefully studied for comic strip vocab-
ulary d i f f iculties . A vocabulary list of 44 words was selected . 
24 words were used in contextual materials and 20 were used 
in a vocabulary-definition matching section . The test was 
given to a group of students in the secondary school . From 
the results Mitchell concluded , "I t woul d seem that comic 
strips are not read by secondary school students with a very 
high degree of efficiency as far as the printed meanings go . 11 4 
3Edith Sperzel , " The Effect of Comic Books on Vocabulary 
Growth and Reading Comprehension ," Elementary En~lish, XX.V 
(February , 1948 ), 109 . 
4c1aude Mitchell , "Comic Strips : How Well Can Our Pupils 
Read Them? " The Clearinghouse , XXIV (March , 1950) , 4 15 . 
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In Robert Thorndike ' s study of magazines the results 
suggest the reading level of all the comics is that of the 
fifth and sixth grade . It is then apparent that there is no 
progression of reading experience-the child continues on the 
same level . Little or no 3ai n in educational attainment i s 
associated with reading the comics . 5 
In a study made by Florence Heisler it was found that 
the reading of comics seem to have no effect educationally 
on the children . She also investigated the area of why they 
read the comics . The results obtained give little help in 
determining why some are attracted and some are not . She 
found that intellie:ence was not a factor . Bright children 
as well as dull children read the comics . The readins abil-
ity of the child and the size of the home library also had 
no bearine; on the reason why children read comic s . Personality 
wa s the only area of difference but this irn s not significant . 
There would be no way of knowing Hhether the poorly adjusted 
children were more likely to participate in comic book reading 
or whether the personality differences were the result of comic 
book reading . 6 
5Thornd.ike , loc . cit . 
6F1orence Heisler, "A Com-oarison o:' Comic Book and Non-
Comic Boo1::: RPaders in the El ementary School, 11 Journal of 
Educational ~esearch , XL (February , 1947) , 458 . 
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As a result of his studies , Paul Witty believes that the 
activities as sociated with comics seem to satisfy thA child ' s 
desire for action , excitment and adventure . These elements 
may be more important for chi ldren than that of humor . The 
interestinz short episodes told by pictures offer children an 
escape from the routine everyday living . Other reasons for 
their popularity are accessibility , low cost , ease of reading 
and short episodes . The fact that children may ex9srience 
escape or identify themselves with characters is another rea-
son why they are so popular . 
Paul Witty also formulated a list of Hhat he considers 
to be undesirable features of the comics . They are: 
1. Comics tend to crowd out other reading 
of more desirable nature . 
2 . Comic books lack literary QUality . They 
contain immature humor , language and sen-
t:i..ments, use too much slane;, and readers 
get meaning from pictures rather than make 
an effort to read the text . 
3 . Little or no progression. 
4. Comics are esthetically unattractive . The 
art is inferior , cheap paper and the type 
is too small . 
5 . Adventures l:>0rtrayed are often far removed from 
reality . Children receive a distorted viQw of 
right and Hro ne; and what is good and bad . · r 
Paul A. Witty , "Children 1 s Interests in Readinl" the 
Comics ," The Journal of Exuerimental Education , X (Decel!lber, 
1941)' 100. 
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Butterworth and Thompson analyzed differences in the 
interests of boys and girls in comics . Generally speaking 
the picture which captures boys interests in readinc comics 
consisted of those whose contents , actions, and stories are 
predominantly masculine and are ivritten from a masculine 
viewpoint. The central characters find adventure through 
maste~y of danger , stories feature a sood deal of crime and 
violence and uhose main theme is s:ports and athletes . The 
chief a~Deal is humor . 
The veneral interests of girls consisted of comics fea-
turin5 feminine characters and pursuits , a certain level of 
romance, dating , and all varieties of humor . 8 
In a survey of interests of :primary grade children Iona 
Young found about the sane evidence as stated in Buttervrnrth 
and Thompson ' s survey . She stated that girls tend to enjoy 
a comic strip in which a girl is a leading character . Sim-
ilarly , boys tend to favor comi cs about men or boys . She 
also found that choices of comic strips can vary according 
to the child's degree of intelli~ence . 9 
Research was given to a group of third srade pupils in 
a survey by Riche.rd -,Tilson and Ed'.:ard Shaffer . It Has found 
8Robert F. Bu:.terworth and George G. Thompson, "Factors 
Related to A0e-Grade Trends and Sex Differences in Children ' s 
Preferences for Comic Books, 11 Journal of Genetic Psycholopy , 
LXXVIII (March , 1951) 71. 
9Iona Young, "A Preliminary Survey of Interests and Pre-
ferences of Primary Children in ::otion Pictures , Comic Strips , 
and Radio Pro3rams , as Related to Grade, Sex and Intelli3ence 
Differences ," Bulletin of Information, Kansas State Teachers 
College of EIT.poria . (September, 1942) 
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that when children are given a free choice to select a source 
of information offered in three forms, textbooks, comic and 
expository-there will be no significant difference in the 
proportion of children selecting each of the three sources. 
The results do find, however, that children find the type-
written page more appealing than a comic strip as a repository 
of scientific information . 
Children like comics for entertainment, they associate 
comics with fantasy. To obtain authentic information, however, 
they seem to place more confidence in the textbook . 10 
In a survey taken by Katharine H. Hutchinson, strips 
were mailed to over 2,000 teachers in 27 states who used them 
for a thirteen week experimental program . The teachers filled 
out a questionnaire and the results follow. The more frequent 
criticisms of using comics in the classroom were that current 
strips do not fit into the sequence of work going on in the 
classroom; education is a serious business and should not be 
approached through levity; comics introduce improper language; 
they make learning too easy; parents misunderstand and mis-
interpret the purpose of the comics in the classroom ; teachers 
do not have time to do these extra things. 11 
10Richard C. Wilson, "Reading Comics to Learn," The 
Elementary School Journal, LXVI (November, 1965), 81 . 
11Katherine H. Hutchison, "An Experiment in the Use of 
Comics as Instructional Materials, " The Journal of Educational 
Soc iolop;y, XXIII , (December, 1949), 236 . 
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'dhether or not reading comics can influence undesirable 
behavior was investigated in a study made by Thomas Hoult. 
His results indicate that a group of deliquents read more 
harmful and questionable comics than a com,arable group of 
non-deliquents . His findinks do not mean that there is a 
causal connection between juvenile deliq_uency and the reading 
of crime, supernatural action , or ad.venture comic books . He 
believes that it is pertiment to take note of the differences 
between the groups in reading of harmful and questionable 
comic magazines . 12 
In the same type of stud.y by Morton Nalter , on the content 
of current magazines, he concluded that although it is clear 
that children do receive a distorted view of right and wrong , 
or what is good or bad from some comic presentations , there 
is no valid research which substantiates the claim that read-
ing of crime comics is an important factor in causing or fost -
erin5 juvenile deliquency . 13 
Dwight Burton investigated the area of reasons comics 
attract children . His study showed the foll01-ring : 
1. Probably the most obvious appeal of the 
comics lies in the ease with which they 
can be read and understood . 
12Thomas F. Hoult , "Comic Books and Juvenile Deliquency , 11 
Socioloc;y and Social Research , XXXIII (March 1949), 297 . 
13!-Iorton S. Malter, "The Content of Current Comic l·~agazines ," 
The "Slementary School Journal , LII, (May, 1952), 505. 
- q 
... 
2. The vocabulary is not particulary easy 
but that is not especially i mportant be-
cause often the actual text need not be 
read at all . Looldng at the picture and 
reading a word here and there are enough 
to get the story. Superior readers may 
read as many comics as the inferior reader, 
but the poor reader especially may be 
attracted to the comics if they are required 
to read materials continually beyond his 
ability . 
3 . • other attraction of the comics is that 
they appeal immedie.te114 to more senses than does straight reading . 
Patrick Carr investigated the use of comics in the class-
room ~ His criticism for their utilization is as follows : 
1. 'rhey crowd out reading of a more desirable t;,rpe . 
2 . Iany poor readers merely 3et the story from 
the pictures without makin13 an effort to 
read the text . 
3 . The adventurers portrayed in the comics 
are sometimes so far removed from reality 
that children do not acquire an under-
standine; of the world as it is. 
4 . Reading comics is a threat to character 
development • . 
5. The colored pictures and poor pri nt are 
detrimental to the development of artistic 
sense. 
6. There is little prosression of reading ex-
perience H·ithin the area of the comics • . 
7 . Incorrect grammar is spoken. 
8 . Attitude toward crime-making is sensational 
and then having it solved expertly by one 
person. 
14Th..right Burton, "A Teachers Analysis: Comic Books ," The 
Elementary School Journal , LVI (October , 1955), 73. 
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9 . Pictures tend to destroy the powers of 
reading comprehension and imagination. 
10. Plots are usually shallow . 
11 . There is danger of bad emotional effects . 15 
15Patrick Carr , "Can Comic Books be Used in Education'?, " 
Education , LXXIX, (September , 1958) , p. 57 . 
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CHAPTER II 
THE I MPORTANCE Oi? THE PROBLEM 
The ans\·rers to all the questions asked about comic strips 
can help those interested in the reading habits of children 
to interpret to what extent they are reading and understanding 
the comics . Because children are directly involved with read-
ing the comics, it is imnortant we know vrha!- they are reading , 
the concepts that are confronting them , and Hhether or not 
they are lookin3 at pictures with little understanding of 
ideas . 
This research attempts to determine whether or not the 
vocabulary used in comics conforms to children ' s use and 
knowledge . Specifically attempts to determine : 
1. '.I1he nature of meanings children derive from the comic 
strips . 
2 . The ability of the children to follow a sequence of 
ideas in the comic strip . 
3 . The ability to identify concepts presented in the 
comics . 
4. The ability of children to read and cornurehend the 
vocabulary in the comic strip . 
5 . To see whether or not the children show a considerable 
spread of deryth in the understandinc of concepts . 
6 . The vocabulary load of the two relating to reading 
basic sight vocabulary over a period of 30 days . 
7. The potential value of comic strips for enrichment 
in the curriculum. 
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DEFINITIONS 
The following terms and definitions are those which are 
included in this study: 
comic- a cartoon designating humor or adventure . 
comic strip- a series of cartoons telling a humorous 
story . 
concept- a thought or an idea derived from the comic 
strip . 
THE POPULATION 
The population for this study consisted of a class en-
rollment of 18 in the third srade in Bradley West Elementary 
School, Bradley , Illinois . 
The interest for this study was a outsrowth of a unit 
on the use of the telephone in which cartoons , consisting 
of animated characters , were cleverly used to convey infor-
mation . 
PROCEDURE 
As a result of the telephone unit , a general discussion 
of cartoons took place. The discussion included a sharing 
of cartoon experiences and a voicing of preferences . From 
the sharing periods children volunteered to bring their 
comic strips to school . These comic strips were passed to 
different children, read aloud, commented about , and some 
were dramatized . 
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When this interest was high , the realization of possibly 
utilizing comic strips in the classroom prompted my study . 
The children were then asked to list their favorite 
comics and identify the two preferred by first and second 
choice . The choices were tabulated and on the basis of fre -
quency the first and second choices were identified for use in 
this research . A collection of the two cost popular strips 
were passed around to be read silently . The children were 
asked to record in writing what they thought was funny about 
each comic strip , the main idea of the comic strip or just 
what the story in the strip was about . 
The saw.ple of the comic strips consisted of 30 strips for 
each of two comic strips . There '.·rere 21 strips collected 
which ran consecutively and the remaining seven were selected 
on alternate days . The sam~Jle not only was to yield a vocab-
ulary check for a concentrated period of time but also extended 
I 
the vocabulary check over a longer period of time . 
The study of the written comments of the pupils revealed 
the nature of the concepts gained , level of understanding and 
frequency of response . 
For treatment of data the children were classified into 
three groups based upon the Scott :F'oresman Reading Test . 
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CHAPTE::R III 
PU?IL CHOICE OF cor:rc STRIPS ACCORDIHG TO 
BILITY GR UPING BaSES UPON FREQUENCY 
TABLE 1 
Name of Strip 
Top 
1st 
( 6 )' 
2nd 
Niddle ( 10) Lcrwer (2) 
Nancy 4 
Donald Duck 
Dotty 
Blondie 
Beetle Bailey 
l ickey House 
Freddy 1 
:Mandrake 1 
J. lley Oop 
Ben Casey 
Bucs BuJ:1..ny 
Erny Lou 
Dick Tracy 
2 
2 
2 
1st 
7 
2nd 
1 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1st 
One child in the louer group inJicated he never reads 
CODics . 
2nd 
There was no significant difference in the first choices . 
lajority in all three groups had chosen Nancy as their favorite. 
In the second choice, however, there was a sreat variety in 
comics . Blondie , which was chosen in the first sroup , was 
not chosen in any of the others . The other choices of the 
first 3roup, :10wever, were also chosen by the other c;roups . 
The lo':re2t achiever in reading had chosen the comic strip Ben 
Casey wl1ich has a vocabulary far superior his compre~1ension 
reading level . 
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PUPIL CHOICE OF COl,lIC STRIPS .. CC0=1DING 
TO SEX 
TABLE 2 
Name of Comic Strip 
Girl s (9 ) Boys (8 ) 
Nancy 
Beetle Bailey 
Donald Duck 
Blondie 
Dotty 
Ben C2.sey 
l·Iickey I·!ouse 
Buc;s Bunny 
Erny Lou 
Dick Tracy 
Freddy 
Hand rake 
Alley Oop 
1st 2nd 
7 
2 
2 
1 
1st 
5 
1 
1 
1 
2nd 
3 
1 
2 
1 
1 
Nancy uas chosen first choice by majority of both boys 
and 3irls . Boys frequently choose comic str:'...ps in uhich males 
are the predoninant character and cirls usually choose comics 
Hhich have a female as the main character . In this study , 
however , t1::ere were five boys '.Tho had chosen Nancy as their 
favorite first choice . The other three boys had chosen strips 
in which males were the most impo~tJnt characters . In their 
secon~ choice , there were six boys what had chosen series in 
uhich the l:lale ~ras the nain character . '.!:here \ms one boy who 
listed a strip with the female character in both hi s first and 
second choice . 
At the same time , there were t'i'TO t;irl s who had chosen 
comic stri:9s with the main character male . Hajority of the 
sirls did choose comi c strips in which the fe~ale was the 
im11ortant character . 
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CHILDREN 1 S "JRI~I'ElJ RESPONSES TO THE 
CONCEPTS DI THE 0011! C STRIPS 
On the next three pages there are five conic strips . 
Under each comic strip the children ' s responses have been 
arranged from the lowest level of comprehension and inter-
pretation to the greatest level obtained by the pupils . 
The number in the parenthesis indicates the number of 
responses on that approximate level of understanding . 
- 17 -
MAR. 
17 
MAYBE I CAN 
TALK AUNT FRITZI 
INTO GIVING ME 
A NICE 
GREEN 
DOLLAR 01 
SAINT 
PATRICK'S 
DAY 
l"AR.-17 
1 . She got some worms to eat and gave the bank avray . ( 1 ) 
2 . Nancy ·wanted something green so she go t i t . ( 5 ) 
3 . lfancy wanted something green s o her aunt gave he r spi nach 
but she wanted a dollar bill . (5 ) 
4 . She wanted a green dollar bill for St . Patrick ' s Day and 
she go t some other green stuff ins t ead . (4 ) 
5. I t Has St . Patrick ' s Day and Nancy wanted s omethin5 green . 
She came out with her bank thinking she woul d 5et money 
but go t spinach instead . (3) 
fM, l•t· U. S'. '•I. 0#-All ,1,~1, n1•rv•.I 
(C)l tU lly Unilti Fulur•SyMliult , Jn, 
1. A paper f l ew by her a nd she di:in 1 t know what i t ·was . (4 ) 
2 . She sa•:r a p i ece of paper and i t was a free pass to swi m-
ming . ( 6 ) 
3 . She 3ot a free pass to sv1ir:minc but it was winter . ( 6 ) 
4 . 
5 . 
Even though .Nancy found a free pass i t was freezing co l d 
and she didn 1 t want to c;o mrimming . ( 1) 
Nancy found a uass that coul d have been from summer be -
cause i t was too cold to go swirr.minc; now . ( 1 )' 
• 
YOU WILL 
BECOME 
A GREAT 
ACTRESS 
AND SPEND 
YOUR LIFE 
IN THE 
SPOTLIGHT 
~ ~ 
=;I; 
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1 . She did not sleep in the dark . (3) 
2 . Nancy used a flashlight for a spotlight . (4) 
3 . She sot a fortune and it said she would spend her life 
in the spotlic;ht so she put a flashli ht on sor!le books . (7) 
4 . She believed in fortunes and wanted to ,.,.et use to being 
under a spotlight . (2) 
5 . Nancy got a fortune card and it said she would be an act-
ress . She went home and put a light on the desk and it 
would shine on her like an actress so she could get use 
to it . She believes in fortunes coming true . (2) 
NANCY···YOUR ROOM 15 A 
MESS···WHY DON'T YOU DO 
SOMETHING- ABOUT IT ? 
1. Nancy ' s room vras a mess . (3 ) 
OKAY··· IN A 
MIN UTE YOU WON'T 
SEE A THIN& ...., 
OUT OF PLACE 
2 . Her room i.ms a mess and sh~ turned out the light . (3) 
3 . Janey had a messy room so she turned off the lic·ht so 
you couldn ' t see it . (5) 
4 . Nancy ' s room was a mess and her aunt doesn 1 t 1·rant to see 
it so Nancy turns out the light . (3) 
5. Nancy ' s aunt didn ' t like her mess so she told her aunt 
she wouldn ' t see anything in a minute . She turned off 
the light and then the mess couldn ' t be seen . (4) 
• 
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1. Nancy ' s aunt could not reach the handle . (4) 
2 . Nancy ' s aunt was going to buy a refri gerator only she 
wanted the handl e moved up hi5h . (2) 
3 . The aunt could not reach the handle but Nancy could . (1) 
4 . Nancy ' s aunt wanted the handle moved up because she didn ' t 
want Nancy to raid the refrigerator . (1 0 ) 
5. Nancy was angry because she did not want her aunt to move 
up . If the handle was moved she couldn ' t snitch any ice 
cream , cake or brownies . (1) 
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The following pag.es contain a complete list of the vocab-
ulary used during my study in the comic strips Nancy and Donald 
Duck . The words have been arranc,ed in alphabetical order . An 
analysis of the i.·rords used was obtained from Thorndike and 
Lorge ' s book , " The Teacher ' s \'ford Book of 30 , 000 Words 11 16 
from the Dolch Basic Sight Word Vocabulary of 220 Service \fords . 
To assist in interpretin5 the information contained i n 
the Thorndike and Lorge lists , the following is the key for 
the columns . Refer to the list as shown : 
Frequency- the number of times the word appeared in the 
comic strip during my study . 
G- The frequency of use in general from the Thorndike -
Lorge List . 
J- The Thorndike count of 120 juvenile books . 
The last column which is marked D, was taken from the 
Dolch Basic Sight Word Vocabulary of 220 Service Words . 
I n the first column G, the numeral states the occurr-
ences per million words . An A means at least 50 per million 
and AA means at least 100 or over })er million occurrences . 
I n the other column J, an M means the Hord occurred 1,000 
t i mes or more in 120 juvenile books . A 1 in the D column 
means that particular word appeared in the Dolch Basic Sight 
Word Vocabulary List of 220 Service Words . 
An asterisk r.mrk i s used to desi5nate an estimate . A 
question mark denotes words that for some special reason 
there was no reliabl e estimate that could be made . 
16Edward Thorndike and Irving Lo:rg,e , "The Teachers \ford 
Book of 30 , 000 Wor:ts . Ne1·1 York, 1 9L~4 . 
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TABLE 3 
ANALYSIS OF VOCABULl RY USJ::D IE HAHCY USING .3TATISTICAL 
IL1?0Rh.l..TIGN FROH r_:iH Rl'!DIKE & LORG:SS &URVEY & 
DOLCH 1 S BASIC SIGHT 1:lORD VOCABCLZ\.RY . 
J. 
about 
add (ed) 
again 
all 
an 
and 
are 
at 
autograph 
awful 
ball 
batter 
baul (ed r 
be 
because 
better 
birthday 
boo 
book 
borrow 
Vocabul:?.. .,,,J of 
Tanc:r Stri:? 
freq_uence of 
e.ppear[,~nce 
12 
2 
1 
3 
3 
4 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
6 
1 
G 
.. tu\ 
.:. A 
,A.A 
M 
2 
15 
6 
.AA 
37 
48 
J 
220* 
750-::-
34 
28 
4 
? 
217* 
D 
1 
-
22 
-
burn Ai\. ? 
can 3 AA M 1 
ca!1 1 t 1 .lUi.. ? 
cent (s) 4 AA 700~~ 
chance _ll,. 70CY-~ 
circus 1 16 511-
class A.! 700{:t 
click 10 50 
come (s) 2 M 1 
comnlaint 22 57 
confidential 5 13 
cool A.A 660-ll· 
could H 1 
course 2 AA H 
CI'UI!lffiJ 
crystal 1 27 168 
cure 46 208 
dairy 2 13 10 
day AA 111 
destroy (cd AA 507·:: 
dia!.!lond A 235·::: 
didn 't 1 AA '? 
different 1 ~ "? . 
disarmament 6 1 
do 3 AA Iv: 
doctor AA 700-!;· 
- 23 -
dog 4 Ai. 700* 
dollar .AA 4 1 o;.: 
don ' t 2 A.A. ? 
dope 5 2 
dream _fiw-11.. 700-:~ 
drug 1 24 19 
each 2 M H 
enga5ed 2 3 8!f-
event (s ) 360·:} 
every AA I·I 
exce9t 1 AA 700~t 
famous .t....'4. 639·::+ 
fill.al .A 338fr 
fine AA H-:t-
five 1 .u J.i>!'r 1 
flip 3 16 
for 4 .tJ..J. M 1 
foretell 2 15 
fortune 4 A 390-!f 
four .u r.r.;;. 
freeze ( in5 ) 32 14 1~ 
friend AA I-! 
f r om AA H 
future M 380~: 
get (in:::;) 2 .. 6...4. n 
sirl 1 AA H 
give l1..."4. 1,1 
-
24 
-
slad 1 AA J.J-!: 
gloomy 2 19 131 
go (ine;) 2 AA N 1 
rossi-o 1 16 50 u ·-
got 1 AA I~T 
criddle 2 
had 1 AA M 1 
handle A 330-r• 
handwritin3 1 2 ? 
has 2 A; .. II 1 
have 5 AA Ir 
he ill\ I-I 
her 6 AA H 1 
here 3 AA H 
here ' s 2 20 92 
he ' s .ll....4. ? 
hey 1 1 1 27 
hide (ing) 1 A 447·::: 
hour AA I!, 
how /; IT 1 
Husband AA 700·:~ 
I 19 AA M 
icicle (s) 2 16 
if 2 AJ. H 
I'll 4 AA 290~r 
-
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I 'r.i. 2 Ji.A ? 
in 7 .. 4.A H 1 
Indian AA 700-it 
instead .J.\A 700-!$ 
is 5 .A..4. M 1 
it 6 J.\A I~I 1 
it's 6 M 218 
j evreler ( s ) 1 4 10 
kee::_:i 2 AA I-1 
key ,A 259"~ 
know (s) 2 A..4. I-1 
leak (inc_;) 8 15 
ledce 1 14 95 
lemone.de 2 7 2 
lend 1 35 1731,1-
let .'1.A N 1 
let's 2 36 96 
like AA 1'! 1 
listen .'1..6,. 700·:; 
little 2 .!\A E 1 
look (s) (inc;) 5 AA M 
made 1 .A.A M 
nalrn AA H 
maybe 101 
me 5 AA 1·1 
mec:.n 2 .. 'OJ. E 
-
2 
meaning A ? 
might AA H 
mood ( s ) 27 65 
no re 1 H 
move (ed ) 1 AA H 
much 2 Ju 1-I 1 
my 8 A.A H 
riyself 1 AA 700-r~ 1 
Nancy 8 15 12 
never 1 AA H 
ne11 4 1-'.A M 
no 3 M Iv I
nonsense 19 Lf.8 
of 9 A..4. H 
of ten Ji.A II 
oh 2 AA 700·!$; 
okay 3 0 
on 2 AA H 
one 3 .1.\A H 1 
only 1 M II 1 
out 3 li.A 11 
outside 1':..A 700-i~ 
over 1 A..h. I" '• 1 
l)ase 1 J\...I',,. 700~: 
lJercent A 19 
nest 2 6 2 1 
-
27 -
~:iicture A.A.. I;I·~~ 
please A lvI-!~ 
pooch (ie) 1 
:9opcorn 1 I 1 3 
pretty 1 A.A ? 
rieady A.a.. ? 
really .AA 310* 
refriigerator 11 3 
re-oeat (inc) J. 357 
right AA. 1\1~ 
roof AA 470-i~ 
rubber 35 159·:': 
sale 290·~ 
said 1 AJ.i.. M 
say (s) 3 i-\A M 
see (e) 4 Ali 11 
Silakespear (s 1 24 78 
shall AA IwI·!; 
she 7 J:\A I~! 1 
she 111 14 6 
she's A 6 1 
shoe (s) " AA 534·~ .) 
should .AA M 
shovel 2 14 60 
shmr AP~ E 
sisnature 1 1 13 
-
28 
-
simply A 165 
sky AA 600~:-
snap2hot ( s) 1 2 
snow 3 AA 47S~~ 
so 3 J-'\.A I-1 
sold 1 .u 477* 
soon AA IJI 
S!;ill (ed) 12 33 
squealrn 1 11 7L~ 
stamp 2 A 272·:~ 
stand 1 AA M 
still AA H 
such 1 AA H 
sure 1 .4.A Mo!~ 
tail 1 .A 463-!; 
talrn .4 .. A Iu! 
tau3ht A 38 1-)$ 
tell ( s) (inc) 3 A.ti. r.: 
t :1an J.'\A 1-1 
thank (s) A..~ ? 
that 4 lUi. M 
that I S. 2 l\...l\. 394 
the 10 AA y •i 
theIJ. ' ~. 1 • fl. l'J 
there 2 .. \A :r 
there 1 s 1 A 308 
-
29 
-
these A.A I.f: 
they 1 ;.\A 1: 
thin5 (s) 2 AA H 
this AA. I·: 
those 2 J.\A H 
three .. b...A H 
to 13 AA I·T 
today 5 .A ... tJ. I .. ._i~ " ... ~· 
told 3 AA 700-:, 
tongue 1 A 391'.r 
too 2 AA H 
total 1 A 290'-i 
tr id\: 247 
tune 1 32 156 
turn (ed) 1 A.U. H 
two AA I" 'l
unless .AA 390-1.:, 
up 2 AA E 
use AA I~ 
T;rag (s) 12 35 
vrant ( s ) 2 .4.A M 
was 2 AA l·'.l 
·.;a shine ton 1 .bJ. 320~~ 
•:re AA I-I 
~:rea,)ons 42 204-Zr 
uei3ht A.A s1r:· 
- 30 -
well AA M 
what 6 AA M 
what ' s 2 43 69 
uhich 1 1.\A E 
~'fill 2 AA M 
window AA. Moit-
wish tu M·l~ 
with AA I-! 1 
uonder 3 AA 700-:• 
won ' t .A1 245~';-
worry 94 
wouldn ' t M 230 
HOW 2 1 4 
write AA H~1 
yes 1 A.i\. 700* 
yet 1 M M 
you 13 AA H 1 
your 5 AJ rn 
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T~ BL:!: 4 
ANALYSIS OF voe '\.BULi RY U8:!:D r:r DONALD DUCK USI:TG ST:.ATismrc \L 
IL'CPJ'.' .. Trc:- ::<'Rm: l'HOR:~DIKE & LORGE.:. 3UJ::?VSY & 
A 
2.ce 
a ca in 
Albert ( s 
al 
o.ln:ost 
and. 
another 
ar:iJ 
are; 
at 
bE.Ck 
bad 
bait 
h .. 11 (s 
Barbar:?. 
bo 
becom.0 jnc;)' 
DGLC 1 5 BASIC 8IGH~ !ORD VOCA:ULl.~Y . 
Voc2~bulary of 
Donald Duck 
i3tri:'.} ?req_uence 
of Ar.rpearancc 
15 
2 
2 
1 
3 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
G 
AA 
3 
A. 
M 
13 
:3 
f\ 
..... 
13 
111 
* ' 
5 
J 
15 
,., . 
• 1 
r: 
L 
37 . 
8lt-
72 
750 
15 
D 
1 
1 
-
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before AA l·l 
becinner (s) 5 8 
believe (ed) AA H 
better f.A H 1 
birdie 5 6 
blast 1 31 140 
boot (s) 1 37 170·;~ 
bor!'owed 48 2 17~ 
but 3 AA 1-1 1 
buy 1 A..4. ? 
by 2 ~t>..2\. E 
bye 4 
call AA ~r .b 
can l...A !1  1 
card ( s) 2 A 334-r~ 
chef 2 
choice 1 ... 310{~ 
citizen 1 A 4 14->5-
click 1 10 50 
club (s) 2 UL 290-r~ 
come AA H 
concert 21 56 
conclusion 39 99 
conc;ratulation 5 1 1 
cook (ed) AA 700* 
corral 1 2 14 
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crack 1 48 252·;~ 
cream A 340·:/ 
Daisy 3 28 220~• 
dark .. A.A ? 
date AA 545·~¢' 
day 2 AA l~! 
dear AA ~. i~·~ 
deduction (s) 3 
delicious 22 77 
democracy 20 15 
::le-partment 1 AA 230~1-
did 2 .~ M 
didn't .AA ? 
dinners 1 AA 700 
disaster 23 61 
discount 2 8 2 
do 3 J:.\A H 1 
dolle.r (s) 2 .A..4. 41 o-:1' 
don ' t 3 AA ? 1 
dozen 1 A 380',; 
drag A 250-r:-
duck 2 49 3oc1i:-
educate 1 21 8 
em:oty J- 390.;~ 
end (s) AA r ' 
- 32+ -
engagef'.lent 24 4J 
even ;.V. 
ever AA M<!~· 
every iu\ 1-1 1 
fast 1 AJ: ? 
fellow J.Vt 700·:11 
fovr 2 Al.\ I·~ 
fifty 2 AA 41 o~• 
fir-:;ht AA I: 
first 1 AA E 
five 1 J.\.A 11~' 
for 2 AA M 
forget (inc) .4.A 700·~; 
frozen 1 36 16fr:: 
5ave Al.\ IH~ 
5et 3 i\.A 1-: 
3ive 2 AA 1'1 
glass AA 700~;: 
coes A 245~~ 
soing AA 700·:~ 
sold 1 l;,.A r~:{~ 
golf 3 26 
good 1 A.4. l·i 
cot 2 AA H 
ere.de 44 201·~ 
great .4.A g 
- 35 -
hand 11.A M 
handle 1 l 380~} 
handsome 1 A 244 
l:.a t 2 .AA 700-:1 
have 1 A.A. • 1 ~ 
haven ' t A 45 
he 2 .AA :M 
heat I.A 700·:~ 
he 'll 1 25 75 
his 'I.A H 
hole 1 A..ll.. 700·:;. 
hope 1 AJ M 
ho;,1 8 J.\A H 
hum 1 20 82 
I 20 .'Jl.. I: 
ice AA 685~'~ 
i -~ 
- ..L 2 AA I:I 
I'll 3 AA 290-i:; 
I' m 2 _t;,,A ? 
in 1.1. :. t lv1 1 
include AA 3so~:-
into .4.1 H 1 
iron ( inr;) AA 5 3~: 
is 2 ,A.J; l-1 
it 5 AA 11 
it's 3 AA 2 18 
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Joe 38 79 
Jones 2 30 31 
junior 1 31 18 
just 6 II 
keen 4 AA l·! 
keut AA 700~:-
know· 2 .t-'\J. l. 
last AA I·I 
le arr.. 1 1.LA. H.:$-
ler:1on 27 26 
lemonade 7 ') .... 
lilrn 5 AA E 
live 2 AA M 
lons 2 ~- I! 1 
lose 3 ..:.\.A. 700<!: 
lost 3 A.! r~:·~~ 
luncheon 22 24 
malrn M I-1 
r:mny 3 ll.A M 
martyr 10 23 
marvelous 1 33 170 
master ;J;\A. 700* 
me 4 M M 1 
:::nean 1 AJ l·T 
minute .1.\A 700~~ 
money .:\A. M 
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much 1 Al; . . H 
my 6 I•! 
natural A.r:... 640·:~ 
need 1 J>...A i-i 
never H 
ne1·r 2 M M 
next 1 .iW M 
ni5ht & r_,1 .i 
no 3 AA 11 
not .lU 1v1 
nmr 3 AA M 1 
number l1.A 1-1~:1 
obsolute 3 
o.co 
.l 4 A1 II 
oh 4 .P..A 700-:·-
ol:ay 5 3 0 
on 5 AA If: 
one 5 A..1. 11 
only 5 AA 1: 1 
orchi d (s) 1 3 3 
ori::;inal J. 164 
our 2 AA H 
over J.'.Ji. H 
OVG !",lO ::.'"'ked 4 18 
01·1n lLh.. }1 1 
-
38 -
i)aint AA 488~" 
paper M 
:partner 2 32 80 
penny 2 38 174-i:;. 
people II 
personality 30 14 
l)Ole 1 ... 264~~ 
:oolicy 1 J\. 66 
pop 2 21 41 
:')resume 1 14 27 
profile 5 4 
l)Ut M M 
quiet A 352 
raise 1 A..IJ.. 1.:1~} 
refund 1 2 
remind 46 112 
ride (ins ) M ? 1 
right l~ M 
ring. (s) 3 .v. 700~:-
room l..! M·~;. 
rose .. ~ 700.z~ 
said 2 Ju H 1 
sale 2 A 290* 
Sam 27 25 
same 2 AJ. H 
say .A.1:\. M 1 
- 39 -
school 1 AA M: 
secret 380·::< 
see 2 II 1 
send J .. M 
serve w} 
set 2 AA l•I 
settle 634·~~ 
shame i\. 311.t-~:, 
shirt (s) 47 214~' 
shoe 2 ,.\).\. 534-r~-
show (in ) .. ~ IvI 1 
sir 2 ~V. 700{~ 
sit Al\ M-!/· 1 
ski 2 6 14 
slack (s) 1 7 13 I 
slam 1 1 27 
slope l.J.-7 215·~~ 
s121ile 2 -~ 700·!} 
snap 49 240·::: 
so 3 M 
soda 12 19 
some M H 
sorry 2 424·::: 
sound (ed) 1 AJ. I~-!r 
space 553·r~· 
spend 1 AA 529 
-
40 
-
square ."1J 626-fi· 
stab1e 39 202'.li 
ste..rt (ins) n 
store 2 A.fl. 700·:~ 
strokes A 264-t; 
such AA H 
take AJ 1·1 1 
teache!" 2 AA 453~~ 
tell AA M 1 
ten 1 M M 
than 3 .. 4.A lft 
that 5 AA H 
that ' s 1 "' !\. 39L~ 
the 12 M H 
their 2 M M 
theme 13 8 
then 1 l-1.A 1·1 
there Al H 
they 3 .r:u\. H 1 
think ins 2 A ? 
this 4 AA M 
those 1 ~ M .~ 
thouc;ht 2 AJ !~1 
three 1 A/J;. -~ l"l 
thud Lt- 17 
thump 1 13 70 
-
41 -
tight 1 35 137~} 
till AA w: 
tine 1 U\. 11 
to 7 M 
today JV Fi·!._ 1 
tomorrow 2 AJ 5021.~ 
too 2 AJ\. 11 1 
top AA w..1 
track 1 A 31 O·!~ 
treasurer 1 10 29 
two AA M 1 
under 1 AA N 
until 1 A.A H 
up 1 AA M 1 
us N. H 1 
vanilla 1 5 0 
vault 17 96 
very 2 .ti.A I,I 
violet 1 34 220* 
vote 1 AA 290~~ 
vo·w 37 220-!~ 
vrai tin3 25 ? 
want 3 AA M 
·was 3 AA M 
wash 1 .AJ. 436'~} 1 
·Haste 2 AA. 477r.~ 
-
42 
-
Hatch AA M;: 
way 2 J.-\A M 
\·Te 2 A.4. M 1 
wear 1 AA 700-tr.-
week 1 Ji..A IJI-~' 
wei ght 1 AA 5 17* 
well 3 AA M 
we 'll 2 A 193 
what 3 J...A M 
what 1 s 43 69 
whole .u..A M 
who ' s 1 9 0 
uith 1 AA M 
wives 33 1 60·~-
Honder lU 700* 
worm ( s) 1 37 270~ 
yep 1 1 0 
you 15 M M 
you ' d 
" 
68 1 
your 4 J.\J. M 
you ' re 3 AP.. 148 
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TABLE 5 
VOCABUL.f\RY OF NANCY COMPARED TO THE RESULTS 
OF THE THORNDIKS GENERAL COUNT 
Thorndik:e list (G) 
Number of Words 
99 
2T 
15 
8 
6' 
5 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
169. 
FreQuency of occurrence 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
12 
13 
19 
This table may be read as follows: AA words contained 
in the Thorndike list , 99 of those i'lOrds appeared also in the 
list of words from Nancy strip only once . Also, 5 of the 
words appearing i n the Thorndike list appeared in the Nancy 
vocabulary 6 times . 
There was a total of 169 words in my survey which were 
contained in Thorndike ' s list of AA words . 
Using the same Thorndike list of general count , the A 
words appearing i n Nancy are as folloHs: 
Number of Words 
21 
1 
1 
23 
Frequency of Occurrence 
1 
2 
4 
A total of 23 vrords appeared in the Nancy comic series 
·which were also included in Thorndike 1 s list of A words . 
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TABLE 6 
VOCABULARY OF' NANCY COMPARED TO TFIB RESULTS OF THE 
THORNDIKE-LORGE SURVEY OF THE VOCABULARY 
IH 120 JUVENILE BOOKS 
Thorndike-Lorge List (J) 
Number of Words Frequency of Occurrence 
64 1 
22 2 
12 3 
4 4 
6 5 
3 6 
2 7 
1 8 
1 9 
1 10 
1 12 
2 13 
1 19 
120 -
There is a total of 120 words of the 252 different 
words contained in Nancy that appeared 1 , 000 times or more 
in the survey by Thorndike and Lorc;e of 120 juvenile books . 
Less than t of the Hords in this survey lrere words in-
eluded in the col.mt of most frequently used uords in the 
Thorndike and Lorge survey of 120 juvenile books . 
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TABLE 7 
VOCABULARY OF THS HAl!CY COLIC STRIP COEPARED TO THE 
DOLCH BASIC SIGHT WORD VOCABULARY 
OF 220 SERVICE ~TORDS 
Dolch List (D) 
Number of Uords Frequency of Occurrence 
43 1 
19 2 
11 3 
5 4 
6 5 
4 6 
2 7 
1 8 
1 9 
1 10 
1 12 
2 13 
1 19 
97 
There was a total of 97 11ords use in thi~. survey 1..rhich 
uere also included in the Dolch Basic Sight Word Vocabulary 
of 220 Service ~lords . Of the 300 different words contained 
in the comic strip ~Taney, over 1/3 irnre words included in 
the Dolch list of sight vrords . 
TABLE 8 
VOCABULARY OF NANCY COI·IPARED TO THE DOLCH LIST 
OF IHHETY-FIVE COHI•IOl'! ... JOUITS 
Dolch List (D) 
Number of Words 
6 
1 
2 
l 
10 
Frequency of Occurrence 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Only 10 uords included in the Dolch List of Einety-Five 
Common Nouns appeared in my survey. 
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TABLE 9 
VOCABULARY OF DONALD DUCK COHPAHED TO THE :EESULTS 
OF TB""E THO?JTDIKE 8-EiJERAL COuNT 
Thorndike list (G) 
Num er of \fords Frequency of Occurrence 
115 1 
42 2 
21 7. .. :J 
7 4 
6 5 
2 6 
1 7 
2 8 
1 12 
2 5 
1 20 
200 
There Has a total of 200 words used in the com c strip 
Donald Duck vrhich were also included in Thorndike ' s List of 
J.i:\ 1rnrds . AJ. 1·rnrds are those 1:rhich a::;ipeared more than 100 
in a nillion times. 
Using the same Thorndike list of rseneral count, the A 
words appearing in Donald Duck are as follows: 
Number of Words 
22 
3 
25 
Frequency of Occurrence 
1 
2 
.A total of 25 A 1·rords were contained in my survey of 
the vocabulary in Donald Duck which were also included in 
the Thorndike General Count as appearin5 at least 50 per 
million tines . 
' 
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T BLE 10 
VOCABULARY OF DONALD DUCK COi·:PARSD TO THE REBUL':'S OF THE 
THORHDIKE-LORGE SURVEY OF THE VOCABULARY 
IN JUVElJI LE BOO CS 
Thorn ike-Lorge List (J) 
Number of :fords 
80 
29 
15 
6 ' 
6 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
145 
Frequency of Occurrence 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
12 
15 
20 
There is a total of 11~5 of the 300 different words, or 
approxna tely t of the ·words, contained in Donald Duck which 
uere words included in the Thorndike and Lorge list of uords 
frequently used in their study of 120 juvenile books . 
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TABLE 11 
VOCABULARY OF THE DONALD DUCK am.rrc STRIP COM?ARED 
TO THE DOLCH BASIC SIGHT W ~ VOCABULARY 
Dolch Li st (D) 
Number of Words 
46' 
23 
13 
6' 
6 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
1 
103 
OF 220 SERVICE WORDS. 
Frequency of Occurrence 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
12 
15 
20 
total of 103 words were found in my survey that were 
included in Dolch's Basic Sight Word Vocabulary of 220 
Service Words. Over 1/3 of the different Hords in Donald 
Duck were words included in the Dolch list . 
TABLE 12 
VOCABGLARY OF DONALD DUCK COMPARED TO THE DOLCH LIST 
OF NINETY-FIVE COMHON NOUNS 
Dolch Li st {D )' 
Number of Words Frequency of Occurrence 
8 1 
5 2 
1 3 
14 
total of 14 words appea1"ed in Donald Duck that were 
included in the list of common nouns by Dolch . 
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CH.APTER IV 
SUMMiRY AND COliCLUSIONS 
Sex did play an important role in the choice of favorite 
comics for girls . The girls, 3enerally, picked comic strips 
in which the female was the leading character. This did not 
happen to be the case, however, until the second choice for 
the boys . Because of the almost unanimous choice of Nancy 
as the favorite first choice by the boys, sex uas proven 
as not bein5 a significant, consistent principle in choice. 
Evaluation of the children's written responses show 
the understandings of the concepts in the comic strips were 
varied . There were a great variety of meanings derived from 
the same comic strip . In many instances it was found that 
the children paid little or no attention to the vocabulary but 
drew conclusions f rom merely looking at the pictures . Several 
children were unable to see the significant relationship be-
tueen the vocabulary and the drawings . Hany responses showed 
they i·rere unable to follow the sequence of the comic strips . 
They did not compare or relate the first, second , and third 
pictures to uhat was taking place in the last picture . !fu-
jori ty of the children in this study are reading the comics 
on a very 1011 level of understanding . 
The comic strips did not conform to apy rules of repeti-
tion which our basal reading series stress. The evidence of 
this is that of the \·rords listed by Thorndike and Lorge, 
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column G in Table 5 and 9 . Of the \·1ords listed as .. w uords , 
a total of 214 words were listed in the survey of Donald Duck 
and Nancy vocabulary as appearing only once •. 
The vocabulary of the tuo corJ.ic strips used relatively 
few uords included in the Dolch Basic Sight Vocabulary of 
220 Service ·.lords . Donald Duck included slightly over 1/3 
of the words and Nancy vocabulary used l ess than 1/3 of the 
Dolch list . The ;)olch list includes uords ·which comprise 
a9proximately 66% of the children's vocabulary found in 
rea ing material in the primary , rades • . Because of the ab-
sence of majority of the vrords on Dolch list in this survey , 
the comic strip is not being written with primary ct.ildren 
as the main source of reference . 
The vocabulary is not beinc Hritten on a third crade 
child's level , the concepts presented are not concepts the 
child is readily able to ide::itify and the comics do not follou 
any rule of repetition as do basal readinc series . Because 
of this , most primary children are unable to rea the comics 
with understaYiding and the conic s have a very liP-:.ited use in 
the curriculum with reference to reading •. 
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REcm;1:SNDATIONS 
One value of using comic strips in the classroom is 
providing situations in which the children are able to select 
the best type of comics and as a 3roup project set up criterion 
for the comic strips . Let the children evaluate various comics 
and invest gate for themselves, drmfing their o-..·m conclusions, 
discuss different chare.cters and the comic strips will have 
more meaning than i f they were told which to read and which 
comics i.·reren' t to be read. The selection of the best type of 
comics can be based on the same criterion as choosing the best 
kink of books • . 
Use comic characters in the classroom with relation to 
subject material . One drawing can often relay a messa5e more 
rapidl y than a sentence or paragraph. 
In remedial reading the teacher may ask a child to circle 
known words in the comic strip and teach other words as sight 
words . Discuss the characters and main ideas in the stri~Js . 
The child can make simple sentences about the strip or char-
acters in the strip . 
The comic strip can be used to stimulate creative thinking . 
In this study there were several children uho uere mal{ine; 
their own comic strips and sharinc; them Hith the other children 
in the class •. 
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APPENDIX 
The follovring is a list of words contained in the Dolch 
Basic Sight Vocabulary of 220 Service Words which were not 
used in either vocabulary durins the study of Nancy and Donald 
Duck. 
red why kind best 
seven sing blue been 
walk work find laugh 
six ran ate light 
stop read eat hurt 
round run help down 
pull saw hot done 
or when both draw 
old where hold came 
yellow went brm·m carry 
pick were groi'r small 
play warm brine; far 
must big green full 
together him found \·rho 
off drink eight jump 
open ask around fall 
once may funny would 
try as always black 
upon am away fly 
11hi te cut cold 
sleep does clean 
A total of 82 words contained in the list by Dolch were 
not used in this study. 
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